Artificial Neural Network and Wind Power Plant-A review
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Abstract: Wind power has become the most significant type of inexhaustible wellsprings of power. Wind power change frameworks are increasingly complex and new methodologies are required dependent on the development examination. The examination has been done which shows the utilization of artificial neural network (ANN) in wind power framework and its application. There are various fields in which the artificial neural network has been used in past few years this paper presents a generally extensive review of the job and utilizations of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in Wind power plants. The ANNs definition, type of activation function, network topology, type of learning, major application areas and a detailed overview of the wind power plants are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy is the quickest developing sustainable power source on the planet [1]. It is one of the best resources contributed to solution of global warming because of it is completely pollution free.[2] Wind plant has lower cost of energy contrasted with other sustainable power source for huge scale application. Because of the distinctive geological examples, climate, and properties of the wind turbines, a wind turbine may have different execution given various circumstances.[3] There has been an expansion in Wind Energy System (WES) and their unpredictability. Technical and economic development in the energy market is also required.[4] The advancement of enormous power plants requires new ways to deal with and to examine plant elements for control purposes. Practically speaking, numerous service organizations use recreation programs, for example, Modular Modeling Systems (MMS) or their own re-enactment instruments for displaying. However, it is a difficult to plan another model without specification of segments. In order to design a control system for a power plant, it is important to build up a model ahead of time.[5] Wind Turbines are equipped with a large number of devices to evaluate the humidity, temperature, vibration, etc and to evaluate them we need a robust algorithms. To evaluate it we need to gather a large number of data. Machine learning algorithms such as artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the methods which are widely used to process a large amount of data.[4]

2. AUDIT OF WIND ENERGY AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

If we compare solar and wind on the basis of efficiency, using the brand of solar panel like Sun Power and Panasonic convert around 22-23% of the energy in sunlight to power and Wind turbines can convert nearly half of the wind hitting them into electrical power. The one advantage of wind over solar is that wind turbines can create power 24 hours every day since they aren’t subject to daylight. Wind power is viewed as more proficient than sun oriented in light of the fact that these frameworks utilize less vitality, discharge less carbon dioxide and produce progressively generally vitality. A solitary wind turbine can create a similar measure of power in kWh (or kilowatt-hours) as a large number of solar energy. When comparing the wind and hydro than it has high efficiency but also has high initial investment which is not possible for everyone and the construction time is also long. Geothermal energy is weather proof but access to resources is tough which the basic step.[5]

2.1 Wind power plant

Nearly 2% of the sun based energy going to the earth is changed over into wind energy. It is because of the irregular heating of the earth surface that causes distinctive low pressure zones, and air molecules move from high compel zone to low pressure zone makes the wind blow. This streaming of this wind is removed at wind power plant to turn generators that produce power. All the wind turbines utilized today are horizontal machine with three bladed rotors turning in a vertical plane. The kinetic energy of the wind is then converted to mechanical energy and further to the electrical energy. The horizontal axis machine with 2-3 rotor blade that turns in a vertical plane, these blade are mounted on a hub and this hub is associated with a box called nacelle.

1. Nacelle:- It contains the gearbox, brakes and a generator and Turbines which are creating up to 2MW/unit high voltage the transformer is additionally set in nacelle itself. Likewise it has got course and speed sensors mounted as back as conceivable on nacelle to keep them from the soil originating from sharp edges.
2. Gearbox:- Gearbox contains the shaft which is associated with the hub and it speeds up to required level as it is the most overwhelming part in the nacelle.
3. Brakes:- The usage of brake is done when wind is blowing over the fundamental level to shield the turbine from getting harmed. Brakes are mounted basically behind the gearbox.

4. Generator:- It changes over the power of turning shaft into electrical power, lastly the high voltage transformer send to the transmission lines.

5. Tower:- It's the cylinder molded structure on which nacelle is mounted. For a sub-megawatt turbine producing up to 400-600 watts of intensity its tallness may shift from 25m to 45 meter. Anyway the distance across of this chamber diminishes as we go up the tower. Tower also has a ladder inside it with wooden stages at different heights. The stage associated with the nacelle is known as the yaw stage.

6. Yaw Platform:- It is a steel stage at the highest point of the tower and causes the nacelle to yaw toward the wind. It has additionally got brakes in some top of the line wind turbines to keep up the direction of the nacelle.[24]

2.2 Working of wind power plant

When wind blows it rotate the blade of wind power plant. The shaft also starts rotating which is connected to generator. In generator there is a conductor which is surrounded by a magnet. The shaft helps the magnet to turn around the conductor and electric current is generated. There are sensors on the top of the wind turbine which help the blade to turn to the best angle to catch most of the wind. The inverter converts electricity from ac to dc. The generated electricity is connected directly to the main power or power bank or to the electricity grid.[25]

2.3 Artificial neural network

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an adequate computing system whose key theme is based on biological neural networks.[12]

The comparison is made between the computes and the brain

1. Computer has 1 billion bytes RAM but trillions of bytes on disk with element size of $10^9$ m whereas brain has 200 billion neurons and 32 trillion synapses with element size of $10^6$m.

2. The distribution in computers is centralised and in series but in brain it is distributed and in parallel.

3. Computer has one or few Processors which are speedy but complex in structure but brain contains a large number of processor which has below speed but simple in structure.

4. Computer learns from manual programming and hence they are not fault tolerant therefore we cannot call them intelligent where as the brains have the capability to learn new things from experiences and hence they are fault tolerant therefore they are called as intelligent.

5. Computing is done with stored programs in a sequential and centralized manner Computing is done with self learning in a Parallel and distributed manner[6]

ANN is nonlinear blend of little components working in parallel. Each neuron is associated with other neuron through an channel. Every channel is related with a weight that has data about the information signal. This is the most helpful data for neurons to take care of a specific issue in light of the fact that the weight generally energizes or hinders the sign that is being conveyed. The inner state of neuron is named as activation signal. Output signals, which are delivered subsequent to joining the input signal and activation rule, might be sent to different units. These components attempt to imitate the natural sensory systems. In case of biological neuron the knowledgeable information is received by the neuron via dendrite. After that the received information is processed by soma and passes it on via axon. In artificial neuron the dendrites are replaced by weights, soma is replaced by bias and the axon place is taken by output[23]

Fig-1: Structure of biological neuron and Artificial Neural Network

Activation function:- One of the most alluring properties of Artificial Neural Networks is the likelihood to adjust their conduct to the changing qualities of the displayed framework. The most significant unit in neural system structure is their net contributions by utilizing a scalar-to-scalar capacity called "the activation function". The categories of activation functions in neural network are identity function, step function, and sigmoid function.

Weights:- These neurons are associated with the each by coordinated correspondence links, which are related with weights. Weights are a data utilized by the neural net to understand a problem. They might be fixed or might be arbitrary qualities.

Bias:- A bias acts exactly as a weight on a connection from a unit whose activation is always 1. Hike in bias raises the net input to the unit and enhance the performance of the neural network.
Artificial neural systems administration comprises basic highly interconnected processing units considered neurons every one of which performs two capacities: accumulation of its input from the outside condition and yield the output from the amassed data sources. The typical structure of ANN is made out of input, hidden layer, and output. In input layer, the neurons acknowledge the outside incitement as information.[2]

2. Fully recurrent network:-In this all the nodes are connected to all the other nodes and each node act input and output both.
2.3|Jordan network:-It is again a type of closed loop feedback in which once we get the output it will go again as input.

There are three types of learning in artificial neural network:

1. Supervised learning:- This learning process is dependent and performed under the supervision. In this learning process when the input vector will generate the output vector it will be compared with the output. In the event if there is a variation between the actual output and the desired output vector the error sign will be produced and the weights are balanced until the actual output is coordinated with the desired output.
2. Unsupervised Learning:-This learning process is independent and performed without the supervision. In this the input vector having similarities form the clusters. When input is applied to the neural network will generate the output according to the class to which input belong.
3. Reinforcement Learning:-This sort of learning is utilized to boost the system over some expert data. This learning procedure is like supervised learning; anyway we may have exceptionally less data. In the middle of the training the network get some feedback from environment and perform adjustment of the weights for the better future use.[26]

3. APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN WIND ENERGY

There are numerous of application of artificial neural network like in data mining, medical, software industry, marketing[6] etc but in wind power plant system Artificial neural network can be used in forecasting and prediction of wind speed and wind power, design and optimization of wind turbine and wind farms, fault detection and diagnosis of gearbox and bearings, generator, rotor blades and hydraulic and for optimal control of pitch angle speed, reactive power and converter.[4]

3.1 Forecasting and prediction of wind energy speed and power

The forecast of the wind energy creation is an unpredictable undertaking; however it is urgent to set up ideal arrangement by energy providers, wind farm proprietors and administrators etc. Wind speed is a basic parameter for the WES activity. The most significant models for wind speed forecasting are: the physical methods, the statistical methods, the intelligent models; and the hybrid forecasting models.[4] Different methodologies likewise have been proposed on utilizing
ANNs for wind speed forecasting, including long-term, short-term and exceptionally momentary wind speed prediction.[8] Accurate transient wind power forecast is significant for dependable and effective activity of intensity frameworks with high wind power entrance. There are numerous traditional and computerized reasoning strategies that have been created to accomplish precise wind power estimating. Time-arrangement based calculations are known to be straightforward, strong, and have been utilized in the past for anticipating with some degree of accomplishment.[9]

Adel El Shahat et al. utilized Artificial Neural Network model to appraise the wind speed in the province of Georgia. The model was made utilizing the information from seven areas and doesn’t rely upon past estimations of the wind attributes. The preparation and testing execution of the neural system model utilizing forward back-propagation. The model design is a multi layer connects with a log sigmoid function in the hidden layer and pure-line for output layer. The preparation and testing execution of neural system model were found to be 95.2% and 93.2% individually which is found to be closely matching to the actual data.[1]

Alok kumar mishra et al. talked about the artificial neural system and it’s kind of preparing calculation in detail. The information were gathered. It has 1500 reading approx out of which 1300 reading were taking for preparing and 200 for testing. Through the graph he demonstrated that the less the error between the real and the predicted output the more precisely the model has been prepared. The wind speed can be effectively anticipated utilizing just past information on the wind speed by relapse methods and neural system and furthermore found that the exhibition of the auto backward artificial neural network (ANN) figure calculation is better than persistence.[2]

Liu et al. told about predicting output of wind power plant (WPP) by neural systems should be possible in two stages. In initial step Probabilistic neural system was applied to, screen the unrefined wind data for the readiness of neural framework desire models. Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feed-forward neural network with supervised learning. In the next step CRNN model was picked to anticipate the absolute output of WPP with high precision the benefit of this sort of model is that the output signal doesn’t simply depend on the present info signs of the framework yet it additionally has an inner memory in its preparation procedure. The problem is that the preparation time of the recurrent neural system is longer than that of the static neural system.[3]

Correspondingly kwang Y. Lee et al. utilized the information from plant simulator and shows that the neural system demonstrating is utilized for huge scale power plant. So as to understand the NN-based Combined Model (NNCM), the individual subsystem models are executed with NNs. The NN-based subsystem models are created utilizing information from a plant test system. For approval of the proposed model, the significant yields of subsystem models and the Rankine cycle for various requests are contrasted and information from the plant simulator. Further with the created NNCM, a proficient traditional control calculation will be created to control the NNCM.[10]

Razui et al. analyzed between two computerized reasoning based models for wind power expectation: a fuzzy interface system dependent on subtractive clustering, and a feed-forward artificial neural system. The tests were led on a database and the outcomes were contrasted and those from the persistence model and demonstrated that the two AI based models need an enormous preparing informational index so as to offer great outcome. It was likewise seen that the FIS offered preferred outcomes over the ANN and required a shorter preparing time. The quantity of neurons and hidden layers assumes a significant job in their presentation. The general end is that both AI based models can be utilized in wind power expectation as long as the preparation set has an adequately huge size and the parameters and structure of the models are tuned likewise.[11]

Vicky jain et al. likewise explained that system has progress in expectation precision by utilizing the Feed Forward Neural Network. Levenberg-Marquardt calculation is typically utilized for preparing the dataset for autonomous trial of system speculation last fifteen percent information are utilized Wind thickness and genuine wind speed considered as the info and wind power estimating parameter are considered as output segment.[12]

Anirudh S. Shekhwat et al. proposed and talked about a statistical wind power indicator dependent on ANN. Lavenberg marquardt back training algorithm is the algorithm used to planned ,prepared and for testing reason for information. It is apparent from the outcomes that the wind power gauging model dependent on NARX; marginally increasingly precise and solid when contrasted with the NAR model however Despite having somewhat lower exactness contrasted with NARX, NAR model is progressively flexible since it tends to be utilized in situations where just a solitary parameter like force yield, is accessible. [13]

Jian li et al. explained that the successful activity of wind farm and the ideal administration of yield dangers are indistinguishable from wind power determining. So the author proposes an improved neural system model for wind power estimating by thinking about that wind speed and wind power contain the huge variance and the solitary point. To begin with, the singular point of wind speed and wind power is wiped
out by utilizing the Grubbs measure. At that point the wind speed and yaw edge are utilized as parameters to be consolidated into the artificial neural systems for modeling and examination. By assessing the markers MAE and RMSE, the speed and accuracy of the technique  

think about a high number of aerodynamic factors. With respect to structure of WT, the fundamental fields where the ANNs assume a basic job is in the plan of the airfoils and the determination of the tip speed proportion. The structure of a wind farm is an extremely intricate procedure since it is important to think about an extraordinary number of factors. In the wind turbine the event of deficiency is exceptionally normal there are numerous strategies for identifying failure in WTs dependent on condition observing (CM) procedures. Gearboxes create a high failure rate in WTs. The bearing failures are typically brought about by splits. The bearing and gearboxes are basic parts on the grounds that their failure causes long personal times. A doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is the most utilized generator in enormous variable speed WTs. This design requires two converters to produce power. The solid non linearity of the converter circuits imply that ANN models are a helpful instrument for breaking down them. ANNs are utilized as an instrument to identify, forestall as well as anticipate a few disappointments of gearboxes and direction and an acceptance generator. The ANN can be prepared to get familiar with the mapping connection between the deficiency data and type Blades are the WT segments with the most elevated discontinuation rate and personal time the primary issue is related with basic disappointment, for example split, weakness, wear, consumption, diversion, and so forth. It has been exhibited that ANNs are exceptionally powerful in charge assignments. Thus, they are generally utilized in a large number of frameworks. For example, ANN controllers have been intended for flight control, robot controllers, oceanic powerful situating framework, enlistment engines, item stockpiling, and so forth. [4]

As indicated by Nithaya et al. The wind turbine framework has numerous segments, possibility of shortcoming advancement is more in the turbine framework. Framework flaws can prompt expanded mechanical segment corruption, serious decrease of benefit execution, and an immediate increment in yearly upkeep costs. She has utilized artificial neural system for Modelling of turbine with the ongoing information. 600 examples are taken haphazardly and are utilized to prepare the neural system framework; another 300 examples are taken for approval. The ANN model is prepared with information gathered from the shortcoming free framework using Levenberg-Marquardt calculation with early halting that utilizes three informational indexes (preparing, testing and approval) to stay away from fit. The acquired model is then tried and approved again with different arrangements of information. Various arrangements of information are taken for preparing and approval. If output in within the threshold limit than he system is said to be fault free, if not than it will indicate the fault in the system. This technique has been checked for the deficiencies in pitch angle and yaw misalignment. [17]

3.2 Design optimization, fault detection and control

The aerodynamic structure of WTs is basic for accomplishing great productivity and, thusly, for getting increasingly proficient WES. ANNs are likewise applied with configuration purposes because of their capacity to
Luna utilized Artificial Neural Network (ANN) system to cast super-present moment (under 30 seconds) wind speed expectations. This paper means to acquire computationally proficient super-momentary forecasts that will be utilized in Wind Turbine (WT) continuous control applications later on. A blend of intensity estimations and meteorological information are utilized to acquire the assessed rotor compelling wind speed. This sign is then utilized as a contribution to prepare the ANNs. The outcomes show great execution while anticipating the development of the wind in the following 10 seconds.[18]

Neeraj priyadarshi clarifies the use of artificial neural network (ANN) technique for wind vitality transformation framework with water pumping supplications. A back propagation supervised learning calculation is utilized. The induction generator connected wind turbine with acceptance engine provided power from inverter controlled through fuzzy dSPACE. MATLAB-dSPACE condition has been given for justification of ANN displaying for wind estimation. Ideal wind produced power is accomplished and water pumping activity is performed precisely.[19]

Cheng Peng said to improve the issue that the exactness of the current strategies firstly three kinds of eigenvalues with the highest relationship of wind turbine sharp edge icing are precisely removed and anticipated through powerful PCA and Elman neural system separately. At that point they are contribution to BP neural system for clustering judgment. The exploratory outcomes show that the proposed fault forecast technique has high exactness, and concerning the separation of Back propagation artificial neural system grouping, the expectation value acquired by Elman artificial neural system is better than that got by SVR.[20]

Yan has structured the a fault diagnosis algorithm which is dependent on multi-layer neural system (MNN) and random forest algorithm (RF) so as to accomplish quick and precise fault determination of wind turbine generators. It depends on the information of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). The initial segment is the fault recognition and the subsequent part depends on the random forest fault distinguishing proof. Via preparing the MNN fault identification model and setting the proper alert limit, ongoing catch of the early blames of the generator segments is acknowledged, and the issue of hard to remove fault samples is explained. The fault detection algorithm needs to set various parameters for various wind turbines, and the preparation speed and exactness of the fault identification algorithm likewise has opportunity to get better. In this manner, a superior deficiency ID calculation can be built up. In this paper the proposed indicative technique dependent on multi layer neural system and random forest algorithm has great execution.[21]

In this paper, jian fu told the possibility of deep learning is brought into wind turbine condition observing. In the wake of choosing the factors by the technique for the adaptive elastic network, the convolution neutral system (CNN) and the long and short term memory (LSTM) are consolidated to build up the sensible connection between watched factors. Based on training data and hardware facilities, this strategy is utilized to process the temperature information of gearbox bearing. The model investigation tests confirm the high practicability and generalization of the proposed technique. The motivation behind man-made brainpower checking and over-temperature shortcoming notice is acknowledged effectively and helpfully. The technique utilized in paper takes care of the issue of flood in information volume because of the expansion in the quantity of wind farm turbines and the watched factors, just as the need for improved productivity and exactness of the turbine working conditions checking.[22]

4. RESULT AND CONCLUSION

From the above study it has been found that there are different network topology and learning methods of artificial neural network. On based on historical data we can train any system unless it gives accurate result with the help of artificial neural network. After learning from the initial inputs and their relationship it can infer unseen relationship on unseen data as well, thus making the model generalise and predict on unseen data. Unlike much other prediction technology, ANN does not impose and restrict on the input variable (like how they should be distributed).study also shows that if we are using ANN in fault detection than output should be in threshold limits. It has always been found that using ANN in any of the application of wind power plant, ANN always gives the better outcome than any other technique.
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